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Abstract



Knowledge has been an individual's primary competitive power, from the past to today's society, as Bacon's maxim 
"knowledge is power" clearly demonstrates. "Knowing what" was a lubricant that made individual life more prosper-
ous, and also a source of wealth and power. "Knowledge will be the most important resource of the economy and 
the most dominant competitive element," said Peter Drucker, who historically examined the meaning transformation 
of knowledge and emphasized the application of knowledge in various social areas. The importance of this knowl-
edge is growing more than ever with the advent of an information society where knowledge in the fourth industry is 
a major driver of society, and the technology-based knowledge environment is becoming an indispensable require-
ment in our lives today due to the constant evolution of IT.

In the era of the Fourth Industrial Revolution, software has increased in many areas, including ubiquitous computing, 
supercomputers, Internet of Things, self-driving cars, big data, artificial intelligence, robots, blockchain, 5G, shared 
economy, blockchain, and 3D printing. In the near future, people-to-people communication is expected to be impor-
tant jobs, such as science, consultation, AI, VR, IoT and nursing.

VICTORK is trying to incorporate it into the global sports market in line with the developed industry. VICTORK aims to 
expand globally by combining its own source technology, mileage system, and blockchain technology by creating a 
sports game platform that provides competition prediction information based on probability system by analysts using 
existing big data.
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Introduction 



The global sports market is expected to grow 41.3% annually from $354.96 billion in 2021 to $501.43 billion in 
2022. This growth is mainly due to companies' reorganization and recovery from the COVID-19 impact, which 
previously led to limited containment measures such as social distancing, remote work, and closure of commercial 
activities, resulting in operational difficulties. The market is expected to reach $707.84 billion in 2026 with a CAGR 
of 9%.

The main types of sports are divided into spectator sports and participatory sports. Spectator sports include 
presentations of sporting events by teams and clubs (soccer, baseball, basketball, volleyball, etc.) or independent 
athletes (golf, tennis, etc.). Various sources of revenue are media monopolization, commercialization, tickets, 
sponsorship, and include various ownership, including connectivity and independent execution.

Global Sports Market Size

Sports market is similar to traditional financial markets in many ways. Sports betting market is potentially a lot in 
common with the stock market. The event is to be a dog or horse and away from more traditional activities such as 
sports, like football and soccer to become anything you can. Book maker via the North, also called Sports Betting is 
generally. Such a bookie, such as the casinos and gambling online facilities and track and field operations

 According to Data Bridge Market Research, the sports betting market is expected to reach $167.66 billion by 2029 
with a CAGR of 10.26 percent during the forecast period from 2022 to 2029, up from $76.75 billion in 2021.
Sport around the world is the task of predicting sports outcomes and playing games on them. The occurrence of 
sports betting varies from culture to culture and there is a vast mainstream of betting on associations such as mixed 
martial arts, American football, basketball, baseball, hockey, track cycling, car racing, and boxing at both individual 
and amateur levels.

Global Sports Betting Market
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Global Sports Market
TBRC’s Growth Forecast ($) Expected Growth Rate

Through 2023
Region With Largest
Share In The Market

Sports organizers or team
franchises are using analytics
to boost their revenues, by
generating insights from
historical data to predict
potential trends and analyze
the effects of certain decisions
or events

By Type : Spectator Sports, Participatory Sports

2019

458.9B
446.6B

556.1B

2020 2023

8% North America
35%

Global Sports Betting Market is Expected to
Account for USD 167.66 Billion by 2029

2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029

North America Europe Asia Pacific
South America Middle East and Africa

Global Sports Betting Market
By Regions, 2022 to 2029

2029

DATA BRIDGE MARKET RESEARCH | DMCA Protected Data Bridge Market Research-All Rights Reserved. Source | Data Bridge Market Research Market Analysis Study 2022
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There are many areas online, especially those involved in sports betting, which mainly attracts the young popula-
tion. It can also be used in many countries where sports betting is legal or illegal, reaching people who do not follow 
sports. The average age group for online sports betters is 38, while the average age for track and field sports 
betters is 45. It is expected to drive the growth rate of the sports predictive information provision market due to the 
increase in population for sports games.

The growth of digital infrastructure and the spread of wireless connectivity is sports betting market is expected to 
lead the growth rate. The performance of smartphones, especially in sports games is the increased use of consum-
er activity changed the way. Approximately 63 million smartphone users worldwide and the number is increasing 
every year. This is a major sports games in the market for population cause.

There is a significant change in consumer behavior for sports games. The growing popularity of social and game 
apps will drive the growth of the sports game market. Now, vendors are using the Internet to develop and supply 
innovative social game apps and use them worldwide. The growing number of people participating in social 
gambling due to competition with friends is a major reason why gamers adopt social games.

Increased use of online sports fan

Growing digital infrastructure

Changes in consumer habits

Through a lot of customers participating in leisure activities like sports games and entertainment to additional 
earnings.In addition, interactive games are the younger generation of attention.Many of the population is indulging 
in a competitive game for hobbies, entertainment and income, but drivers of the market to act as market growth for 
the greater the opportunity to attract a large audience.In addition, the middle class purchasing power of the rising 
awareness of the growth, expanding distribution channels, and product marketing activities, as well as smart 
strategy will have a positive impact on the growth of the market for sports games.In addition, five, network g ai 
expand opportunities for beneficial to the application of technology markets and block chain.

Introduction 2.
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VICTORK DNN/DSP Model

Existing athletes' special ability prediction models generally predict athletes' special abilities after establishing a 
functional relationship between special performance and quality training levels through multiple regression analysis 
and gray models. The linear tailored feature space of sports performance is established and the prediction model 
consists of a multi-parameter constraint reconstruction method with good predictive effects. To some extent, these 
prediction models reflect the relationship between special performance and training indicators and provide appro-
priate guidance for athlete training.
However, these methods have several problems, such as high computational costs, low adaptive interference 
prevention of parameters in the prediction process, etc. And the determination of these models is based on certain 
assumptions. Mathematical representations of special performance prediction models should be preset. In fact, the 
functional relationship between special achievements and related factors is quite complex, and the mathematical 
expression assumed in advance does not fit the relationship well. As a result, the sports performance prediction 
model had a large error and low prediction accuracy. Due to this low accuracy, VICTORK utilized the DNN/
DSP(deep neural network) model.

A system for providing information on the prediction of competition 
through deep learning of big data

Raw Data
Collection

Data
Processing

Data
Cleansing

Models &
Algorithms

Make
decisions

Reality
Neural

networks

Data
Production

Intelligent
agents

Mahchine learning

Deep learning

DATA SCIENCE

Big real-time sports game using the data, 
predictive information delivery platform VICTORK
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Artificial Intelligence
Data Mining

Exploratory
Data Analysis

Communicate
Visualize

Report

Data Preprocessing Constructing neural
network module

Loading neural
network module

Learning and training
module

Prediction
module

Exit module

The DNN/DSP model is scalable and optimizable. Data in the sample library can be reinforced by accumulating past 
samples. The performance and prediction accuracy of DNN/DSP can be steadily improved over time by adding and 
completing expert sample data. A player's perception of the value of sports training can be shaped by the public. 
Sports plans can be made by looking at the qualitative parameters of athletes who have achieved expectations. We 
improve the clarity and efficiency of the training plan by adjusting the target parameters during the step training 
effectiveness test. adjusting the target parameters during the step training effectiveness test
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Token victork and mileage exchange system

The mileage used in the VICTORK platform can be purchased as a VICTORK token, and the token can be 
exchanged through the VICTORK Wallet. VICTORK's tokens are utility tokens, and the mileage used in sports 
predictive analysis information is automatically calculated and aptplied according to the token price. The value of 
the VICTORK token is a floating price of the cryptocurrency exchange, and the class is determined by the token 
held, and when promoted to a level above colonel, the company's class, automatically compensates with a fixed 
amount of goods or salaries/miles regardless of the price increase or decrease of the VICTORK token.

In the sports game analysis information system, analysts (sports analysts) upload analysis data to the platform 
based on information extracted by the VICTORK DNN/DSP Model. At this time, the level is determined according to 
the analyst's expertise, and the real-time level is determined based on the results of the monthly analysis data. The 
analyzed data can be purchased by the user using mileage through the platform. The game analysis data provided 
by VICTORK, that is, the sports game prediction information, is used as a platform member system, divided into 
regular members and annual members, and discounts are applied to annual members. VICTORK members can join 
with VICTORK token.

Establishment of a competition information system using 
e-sports VICTORK tokens

Using DNN/DSP method, we establish, fit and predict nonlinear evaluation models of motor ability levels, body 
shape, basic quality, and special quality. Sports performance data can be regarded as a set of nonlinear time series. 
The trend of sports performance is analyzed using a nonlinear time series method, and sports performance is 
statistically analyzed. Based on a statistical analysis model for sports achievement, we construct a sports achieve-
ment prediction model using DNN/DSP. Empirical mode decomposition and factor analysis are performed on the 
time series of sports performance in DNN/DSP.

Swap :
{Token : VICTOK Mileage
From : Account X
To : Account I}

Swap :
{Token : VICTOK
From : Account I
To : Account X}

Hashed Timelock
Contract

Token Contract 1 Token Contract 2

Token swap Mileage swap

Wallet 1

Wallet 2

Account: 1
Account: 2

Account: X
Account: Y

Wallet 1

Step 4
Claim Token

Step 3
Claim Point

Step 2
Accept trade

Step 1
Initiate trade
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Mileage and class systems

VICTORK's class system has developed a level-based compensation system through 88 analyst screening criteria, 
and analysts support value as a new job. When the company achieved the target mileage accumulation set by the 
company, a compensation system based on level was prepared regardless of nationality, and sports analysts were 
able to receive value and compensation as a sufficient job depending on their efforts. In addition, it is a system that 
rewards by a reward program according to a promotion system according to a company policy, and there is a 
separate payment regardless of the compensation of the VICTORK token, and a lot of value can be obtained 
depending on the achievement of various promotions. 
However, in order for energists to maintain the level, they must own a VICTORK token corresponding to mileage. 
This is because owning VICTORK can reduce liquidity in the market, and analysts can also increase asset value due 
to rising token prices.

Classes level Mileage Achievement Accumulated
Private 1 lv.1 20,000m 20,000m

Private 2 lv.2 40,000m 60,000m

Private 3 lv.3 60,000m 120,000m

Private 4 lv.4 80,000m 200,000m

Private 5 lv.5 100,000m 300,000m

Private FC1 lv.6 120,000m 420,000m

Private FC2 lv.7 140,000m 560,000m

Private FC3 lv.8 160,000m 720,000m

Private FC4 lv.9 180,000m 900,000m

Private FC5 lv.10 200,000m 1,100,000m

Corporal 1 lv.11 220,000m 1,320,000m

Corporal 2 lv.12 240,000m 1,560,000m

Corporal 3 lv.13 260,000m 1,820,000m

Corporal 4 lv.14 280,000m 2,100,000m

Corporal 5 lv.15 300,000m 2,400,000m

Sergeant 1 lv.16 320,000m 2,720,000m

Sergeant 2 lv.17 340,000m 3,060,000m

Sergeant 3 lv.18 360,000m 3,420,000m

Sergeant 4 lv.19 380,000m 3,800,000m

Sergeant 5 lv.20 400,000m 4,200,000m

S Sergeant 1 lv.21 420,000m 4,620,000m

S Sergeant 2 lv.22 440,000m 5,060,000m

S Sergeant 3 lv.23 460,000m 5,520,000m

S Sergeant 4 lv.24 480,000m 6,000,000m

S Sergeant 5 lv.25 500,000m 6,500,000m

Sergeant FC1 lv.26 520,000m 7,020,000m

Sergeant FC2 lv.27 540,000m 7,560,000m

Sergeant FC3 lv.28 560,000m 8,120,000m

Sergeant FC4 lv.29 580,000m 8,700,000m

Sergeant FC5 lv.30 600,000m 9,300,000m

M Sergeant 1 lv.31 620,000m 9,920,000m

M Sergeant 2 lv.32 640,000m 10,560,000m

M Sergeant 3 lv.33 660,000m 11,220,000m

M Sergeant 4 lv.34 680,000m 11,900,000m

M Sergeant 5 lv.35 700,000m 12,600,000m

lv.2

lv.3

lv.4

lv.5

lv.6

lv.7

lv.8

lv.9

lv.10

lv.11

lv.12

lv.13

lv.14

lv.15

lv.16

lv.17

lv.18

lv.19

lv.20

lv.21

lv.22

lv.23

lv.24

lv.25

lv.26

lv.27

lv.28

lv.29

lv.30

lv.31

lv.32

lv.33

lv.34

lv.35

lv.36

Classes level Mileage Achievement Accumulated
F Lieutenant 1 lv.51 1,020,000m 26,520,000m

F Lieutenant 2 lv.52 1,040,000m 27,560,000m

F Lieutenant 3 lv.53 1,060,000m 28,620,000m

F Lieutenant 4 lv.54 1,080,000m 29,700,000m

F Lieutenant 5 lv.55 1,100,000m 30,800,000m

Captain 1 lv.56 1,120,000m 31,920,000m

Captain 2 lv.57 1,140,000m 33,060,000m

Captain 3 lv.58 1,160,000m 34,220,000m

Captain 4 lv.59 1,180,000m 35,400,000m

Captain 5 lv.60 1,200,000m 36,600,000m

Major 1 lv.61 1,220,000m 37,820,000m

Major 2 lv.62 1,240,000m 39,060,000m

Major 3 lv.63 1,260,000m 40,320,000m

Major 4 lv.64 1,280,000m 41,600,000m

Major 5 lv.65 1,300,000m 42,900,000m

Lieutenant Colonel 1 lv.66 1,320,000m 44,200,000m

Lieutenant Colonel 2 lv.67 1,340,000m 45,560,000m

Lieutenant Colonel 3 lv.68 1,360,000m 46,920,000m

Lieutenant Colonel 4 lv.69 1,380,000m 48,300,000m

Lieutenant Colonel 5 lv.70 1,400,000m 49,700,000m

Colonel 1 lv.71 1,420,000m 51,120,000m

Colonel 2 lv.72 1,440,000m 52,560,000m

Colonel 3 lv.73 1,460,000m 54,020,000m

Colonel 4 lv.74 1,480,000m 55,500,000m

Colonel 5 lv.75 1,500,000m 57,000,000m

Brigadier General 1 lv.76 1,520,000m 58,520,000m

Brigadier General 2 lv.77 1,540,000m 60,060,000m

Brigadier General 3 lv.78 1,560,000m 61,620,000m

Brigadier General 4 lv.79 1,580,000m 63,200,000m

Brigadier General 5 lv.80 1,600,000m 64,800,000m

Major General 1 lv.81 1,620,000m 65,420,000m

Major General 2 lv.82 1,640,000m 66,060,000m

Major General 3 lv.83 1,660,000m 69,720,000m

Major General 4 lv.84 1,680,000m 71,400,000m

Major General 5 lv.85 1,700,000m 73,100,000m

lv.52

lv.53

lv.54

lv.55

lv.56

lv.57

lv.58

lv.59

lv.60

lv.61

lv.62

lv.63

lv.64

lv.65

lv.66

lv.67

lv.68

lv.69

lv.70

lv.71

lv.72

lv.73

lv.74

lv.75

lv.76

lv.77

lv.78

lv.79

lv.80

lv.81

lv.82

lv.83

lv.84

lv.85

lv.86



Victork wallet a General-purpose digital assets, and electronic purse are developed with all mobile users sns app to 
easy compatibility and transactions between the token and easy-to-use. A safe storage of digital assets, and two 
promotion business transaction, and p new concept linking multi sns new concept of business optimized for linking 
platform DATABASE that to token trading app and holder for the ecosystem and its own reward pool to run the year.
Reward pool a portion of revenue every month, of all sales in the platform victork reward will be assigned to the 
pool. Start-up companies are victork wallet using, and token, create an air drop his wallet a variety of promotions to 
proceed, and its token, supports, as well as token with other transactions. We're each company's trading limit 
corresponding assets in escrow during transactions by a variety of risks arising from.

Victork wallet the Alliance platform
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Transaction Coin 
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Remittance 
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Alliance
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HOT

Compatible
transaction

Approval
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The activity index is an indicator of how actively users use the VICTORK ecosystem. The activity index is aimed at 
encouraging ecosystem activities, and is judged comprehensively by weighting each element such as medical data 
sharing, ecosystem community writing, and token retention within the period, and is reset after each settlement.

Rewards for activities within the VICTORK ecosystem are paid from the Reward Pool and are automatically made 
according to the operating policy. Users receive compensation with a certain amount of mileage depending on 
their activities. Rewards paid to users come from Reward Pool and determine the amount so that users can 
preserve the market value of the rewards they receive. It is calculated based on the amount of compensation paid 
and the moving average of the reward pool over a certain period of time to prevent excessive fluctuations.

Reward Pool is charged by the (information, advertising revenue, corporate communications, marketing, promo-
tions, etc.) all sales in the platform. Stabilizing ecosystem services without external assistance Reward Pool to top 
up before early marketing by the token assigned to the Rewards of charge in the pool.

Reward Pool

Activities index

Big real-time sports game using the data, 
predictive information delivery platform VICTORK

3.

Every time compensation settlement reward pool certain percentage of the moving 
average compensation will be the total amount that point.

ΣA
S

tt
i

now
now-t

A t : The period of average travel reward pool

Si :  Rewards Pool of the quantity that point

t : Moving average calculation period

Tt A tr
T t : Total amount of compensation for the time

: Percentage of compensation paymentsr
(increased incrementally by up to 10% 
relative to the number of participating users)

ΣG wt f ft

Gt : Activity index for the period

wf : By compiling the elements

: Activity index of each element the periodf t
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The reward score is a total score calculated based on each user's activity index. The compensation amount of the 
corresponding user is determined according to the compensation score. Assuming that the overall distribution of 
the activity index follows a normal distribution, the compensation score is calculated by converting it into a stand-
ard score. The reason for using the standard score is to prevent the influence of new users from being excessively 
lowered and to prevent abuse of influence by a small number of users.

Reward score

The user receives compensation based on a compensation score that comprehensively reflects recent activities. 
The ratio of compensation paid to encourage user activities is calculated by the following formula.

 Users will be paid in compensation to the day compensation percentage of the total amount of compensation t p 
will receive remuneration.

The distribution of compensation

Big real-time sports game using the data, 
predictive information delivery platform VICTORK

3.

M x

G x

:User x's reward score for the period 
(minimum value of M is 10)

: Activity index of user x for the period

g : Standard score correction value

M
G

g
σx

x m
100

: The average number of gm
: Standard deviation of the gσ

Px M t
p

M x
p

Σn
i

P

P

x : Percentage of users x will be rewarded

M x : A score of compensation from the user x

Rx Px Td
Rx : Compensation of the user x

Px : The coverage ratio of user x
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The VICTORK token is used by all users of the VICTORK Wallet when trading with rewards and other tokens. The 
VICTORK token is based on ERC20, with a total issuance of 10,000,000,000 VCTK. Validation of payment-related 
transactions is performed in the Ethereum blockchain. The benefits of using ERC20 tokens are transaction rates, 
well-known validated protocols, and connections to the Ethereum ecosystem. 
VICTORK Wallet's Rewards and Payment Service uses VICTORK tokens. It will focus on expanding VICTORK Wallet 
through SNS and easy and convenient P2P transactions of various tokens, and will upgrade its payment service 
platform in the future to expand its scope of use as various content payment methods online and offline. We also 
plan to host launching events to increase participation and use by freely distributing tokens to early adopters 
around the world through reward programs.
In addition, according to all sales generated from the VICTORK platform (information provision cost, advertising 
revenue, corporate promotion, marketing, promotion, etc.), 1% of sales are raised as funds every month, and 
VICTORK tokens are purchased from the market and incinerated until 45% of the total issuance.

VICTORK Token Overview

Token Allocation

Fund Allocation

Team : 6%
Foundation reserve(Lock) : 40%
Sales : 35%
Sponsors : 4%
Marketing : 15%

30% Development
5% Donation
10% Customer promotion
35% Marketing
20% Operating Costs

5
10

20

6

40

35

15

VICTORK Token Model4.
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VICTORK is composed of experienced and state-of-the-art technology experts and entrepreneurs, and VICTORK's 
management has established and cooperated with more than five companies focused on cutting-edge technology 
innovation. We understand that in order to enter the global market, along with the technical team, we need advisers 
with industry experience and business credibility in the region.

Team Overview

- Horse racing, horse racing, and bicycle racing prediction program (System development)
- The launching ceremony of the five-year plan for the global sports 
   (soccer, basketball, baseball, domestic game) victory, draw, and defeat prediction system
- Profitability-based stability in the next 5 years and national growth in 2026 
- Establishment of a corporation under the UN Forum 
  (Mediaization of Children's Welfare Policy of the Ministry of Oceans and Fisheries of Korea)
- Completed development of Toto-based (worldwide sports win/loss prediction program), 
   simulation, and paid-for success- Patent application for simulated sports games
- Scholarship-based game and job creation system, Toto prediction and horse racing win/loss
- Launch Prediction System Advertisement 
- Signed cooperation to popularize a healthy sports culture with the media
- Start-up Management Forum - Business Agreement for Creating New Intellectuals
- Based on the law of the Official Sports Promotion Association, 
   sports culture space startup planning, design, and mediaization
- Official Sports Toto (business alliance with ticketing companies) 
   24hour cultural convenience space business agreement with sports cafe
- On/Offline Globalization Initiation Ceremony – Basic Strategy Announced
- Predictive sports-based convergence (sports cafe) test simulation store opened 
- On-Offline Convergence (Derivative Products) Healthy Sports Cafe 
   Cultivation and Integrated System Development Platform (Design Completed)
- Korea Comprehensive Martial Arts Association 
   Business agreement to promote sports and spread martial arts abroad
- Activation of KNTL+ Plus offline cafes nationwide and 4 languages upgrade of convergence contents,
   awarded the National Assembly standing grand prize
- Convergence Sports Prediction Program Opening Plan
- Recruiting 1 million people for the welfare of domestic and overseas sports fans and
   vitalization of small businesses. National Assembly Auditorium Agreement Ceremony
- Worldwide Sports Prediction System 1st 2.0 Upgrade Development Complete Test Operation
- Vision Completion of IT and content online/offline basis as the foundation for national growth engine
- A blueprint plan for nurturing sports cafes and general commercial areas of 
   330m2 to 4900m2 or more, and an opening plan of 1200m2  
- Establishment of a new corporation of KNTLK
- Development of upgrades in 4 languages for winning and losing sports 
   events and securing a cultural space for overseas expansion sports cafes Opening plan in korea

Company History
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2011

TEAM5.
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2019

2021
2022
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- New job creation target
- Signed a contract with a sports information company
- Announced as a one-person creative company at the Korea Sports IT-Based Brand Awards 
   (Contract for the activation of a healthy cultural space with KONEX listed company)
- Development of Victor Play contents and hybrid method that made points into block chain
- World Martial Arts Association W P portal development completed and World Martial 
   Arts Association general chairman establishment
- Listed on the China Byon Exchange
- Listed on Theone Exchange in Korea (Pastel)
- Changed to VictorScore, a global sales site that provides sports information in KNTL expansion route 
   (1) job creation
   (2) revitalization of cultural space based on prediction of domestic sports
   (3) increase in national interest through cultural export
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Our team proceeds to upgrade the platform through the road map as follows. The roadmap is based on the time of 
preparation, and please be aware that it can be changed flexibly at any time without prior notice depending on the 
operation of the service and internal situation.

- Listed on the 1st 
   global exchange

- 1st promotion

2022

2023

- Completed the development of 
   a wallet that can swap tokens
   issued from platform coins o
   ther than Ethereum

-  2nd and 3rd global 
    exchange listing 

-  Completed development of 
    coin-based tokens for platforms
    other than Ethereum-based

-  5th global exchange 
    listing and promotion

- 4th global exchange 
    listing and promotion

-  Global member 
integration system

November December

January February March

JuneMayApril

6. RoadMap
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Please read and refer to the notice below before participating in the token transaction.

Please note that this notice applies to everyone who reads this white paper and that the notice may be changed or 
updated. If you are unsure about your future decisions regarding the VICTORK project, we recommend consulting 
other experts, including legal, financial, and tax. The information provided in the white paper and on the homepage 
is a reference and does not provide advice regarding the purchase of 'VICTORK'. In addition, all transactions, 
including the purchase and sale of VICTORK, and decisions concerning them shall be made at the responsibility of 
each party.

1. This white paper has been prepared and distributed for reference only in relation to the VICTORK project and may 
be further reviewed and corrected.
2. Please note that this white paper reflects the latest information based on the cover version and is not the final 
version.
3. The information described in this white paper may be changed depending on VICTORK business operation 
financial status after the relevant version. This white paper may be updated irregularly.
4. In no event shall this White Paper be construed as a token sale or purchase proposal by the issuer/distribu-
tor/company for tokens issued by VICTORK and shall not be based on or dependent on this document in token 
purchase contracts and investment decisions.
5. This white paper is not provided in business plans, business manuals, proposals, etc. and should not be 
construed as investment proposals or recruitment, such as units of securities business trusts or collective invest-
ment plans.
6. Tokens issued by VICTORK based on this white paper should not be understood, interpreted, classified, or 
treated as an opportunity to receive investment revenue/income/payment/profit or part of the amount from buyers.
7. All or part of this white paper may not be reproduced/distributed or disseminated in the jurisdiction where the 
token issuance method specified in this white paper is regulated or prohibited.

Legal Notice

1. The information contained in this white paper has not been reviewed, inspected, approved, or approved by any 
competent regulatory authority.
2. Distribution or dissemination of all or part of this White Paper may be prohibited or restricted by the laws or 
regulatory requirements of certain jurisdictions. Where certain jurisdiction restrictions apply, you must be aware of 
the restrictions that may be applied by your possession of this White Paper, seek legal advice, and comply with 
them, and VICTORK executives, employees, agents, and associates are not responsible for them.
3. If you have access to or possess this white paper due to distribution and dissemination, you shall not distribute, 
duplicate, or otherwise share it to others for any purpose, as long as certain jurisdiction restrictions apply, and shall 
not allow or cause it to be shared.
4. We are not responsible for any errors, delays, omissions, or decisions and actions made by the buyer or investor 
themselves.

Escape Clause

Others (legal notices, etc.)7.
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